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Clean  Cuts  on 
DMcult Materials 

Manufacturers  cutting  plastics,  glass, 
metals,  and  even  food  seeking to im- 
prove  productivity  and  quality  are  often 
thwarted  by  the slow and  inexact  cutting 
of knives,  shears, s a w s ,  and  other  cutting 
technologies.  Manufacturers  find  that 
some  materials,*including  fiberglass, 
graphitdepoxy  composites,  and  other 
new  materials,  cannot  be  cut to required 
tolerances  even  by  faster  methods  such 
as  plasma  arc  or  laser  cutting.  But 
waterjets  can  cut to near-net  shape  on 
complex  configurations  and  produce 
high-quality,  dust-free  cuts  in  virtually 

tr any  material. 
Waterjet  cutting  uses  a  highly  pressur- 

ized  stream  of  water,  sometimes  with  an 
added  abrasive, to erode  the  workpiece. 
The  waterjet  stream,  moving  at  nearly 
three  times  the  speed  of  sound,  can 
penetrate  almost  any  material  and  thick- 
ness.  Waterjets  are  often  used  on  com- 
posites  and  plastics  that  cannot  tolerate 
heat,  mechanical  damage,  or  delamina- 
tion.  And  because  the  jet of water  is 
constricted to a  small  diameter  at  such 
high  pressures,  the  workpiece  does  not 
get  wet. 

Waterjets  are  widely  used  in  aero- 
space,  automotive,  electronics,  and 
other  industries to cut  products  as  wide 
ranging  as 
i Titanium  aircraft  components 
fl Printed  circuit  boards 
fl Automobile  dashboards 
fl Diapers 
fl Cake  and  candy. 

in  the  early 1970s to cut  cardboard 
forms.  Since  then,  its  capabilities  have 
grown,  partially  due to the  use of abra- 

Waterjets  were  first  used  in  production 

&., sive  waterjet  systems. A variation of 
~ pure  waterjet,  abrasive  waterjet 

routinely  cuts  metals  and  harder,  denser 
composites  at  greater  thicknesses. 

Automated  waterjet  cutting  systems 
offer  power,  accuracy,  and  repeatability, 

making  them  an  attractive  cutting jl& 
alternative  Currently  there  are 1500 
waterjet systems in use  worldwide,  w 
an expected grawth of 20% per  year 
as more  manufacturers seek the 
benefits of waterpt cutting for their 
applications. 
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Waterjet  cutting  pravides  many 
advantages  when  traditionel  cutting 
methods prom inadequate 

cIJttingdoesnotgenemteheatinthe 
material being cut, so the product has 
no heat Edfected zone (HAZ), dross, or 
heat warpagq eliminating thermal and 
mechanical distortion. It cuts with a .wy  
narrw cutting width, or kerf, leaving a 
clean, finished edga 

Fkd#Yly-hteqetcancutLwide 
rangedmatwiakinduding 

Metals-titanium, lead, aluminum, 

Impmmd pmduct qwllty-Waterjet 

steel 
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methods And waterjet integrates 
nto existing  manufacturing systems 

p#ludkn rsSpr-Waterjets 
a  clean  edge'cut, even on 
hard materials, often  eliminat- 

ing steps. The  waterjet  does 
m the cut  edge so cleaning  is 

andtoxicfumesassocl 

thpoush a wwkplece, making dosed 

cut. For example, you wuld not cut 2 in. 
deep into  a  4-in.-thiik workpleca Current 
mrch in waterjet  cutting systems 
Wressesthese IimiQations. 
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sp&s and  accuracy:  The  water@ 
systm uses  a bank of nozzles  and .., 

. .. 

cuts 30 to 50% faster  #&n  conventional ; ;t 
Alternate Technologies sawing.  The kerf was 0,155 in. with 

sawina  and is only 0.010 in. with water- 
j.r . . .. 
:: .i 

Many  manufacturers  are still using 
traditional  cutting  methods,  like band 
sawsiknives,diamond-tippedtods,shears, 
and punch p r e s s e s .  When  looking to 
convert  to  a  more eff ici i t  sy$tem-one 
that  can  cut  complex shapes with 
greater  accuracy-the choices narrow 
to thiee methods: d a s r n a ,  lam and 

jet, reducing  material  usaga  st was 
eliminated with water@-an  important 
factor when  cutting asbestos. The 
increased cutting speeds and  other 
advantages result  in  savings of about 
ssp00 per year. 

Ekctmicr-Waterjets are  often 
used in the  electronics  industry to cut 

water@ cutting. loaded and  unloaded  circuit  boards. 

a  cut causing no heat distortion is r e  omnidirectional,  sharp corner cutting 
quired. Waterjet is  often  used  when capabilities of the waterjet permit  precise 
accurate cuts with  minimal  kerfs, no cuts  on  composnes without separating 
HAZ, and a finished quality edge are the  composne layers. While lasers are 
needed. \~llaterlet Can be used  on most also used  for  this  application, m e  
materials  and thicknesses but  is slaw on ~ ~ e s  cOnfain fibers that conduct \ 
some materials heat  and  cause  delamination. 

at great thicknesses but is primarily ICE& industries  must  utilize  hard, 
used on m e t a k . P l a s m a c a n  cause  a ense  metals  and  composites  that  can 

Ne  limy to be when  The  hairlike &e of the kerf and the 

Plasma cutting  provides  high speeds -j-me aerospace  and 
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1 I, 2. wlrya cutting composite aircrait park, for the interior  cabin 
caUy ttimming and finishing steps. 1 

composites in struc- 

-planes 
9 Fiber-reinforced composites  for  skin 

sections of helicopters  and walls 
inside  airplanes 

rn Contour  trimming of advanced 
composite structures  made  from 
graphite, M a t ?  and  titanium 
Titanium for aircraft skins  and  ducts, 
landing gear, and  turbine  blades. 

WE#@& is  capable of cutting  nearly  any 
material at  almost any thickness,  its 
appllcadions are widely  varied  and 
indude cutting 

~ a n d h r n e n f o o d s  
9" 

rn Rock  and concrete for exmation 
rn Asbahrff 

olh.rcppllcrtkr#-l3ecause 

standglass. 

When  a  manufacturer  decides  to 
convert  from conventional tools to 
increase  production,  the  primary  choices 
are  plasma, I=, and  waterjet  cutting 
systems. Although  waterjet  systems can 
cut most any  material,  their  feasibility 
should be evaluated  for  each  appli- 
cation. Many  factors  must be considered 
to  determine  if  waterjet  is  right  for  your 
operation. 

hterbl type-Wateqet  is  primarily 
used  to  cut  materials for which plasma 

on  the  material  being  cut, its thickness, 
and  the  diameter of the  nozzle orice. 
Typical  kerfs  range  between  0.005 and 
0.03 in. 

T d e m - T h e  . :* , , 'I tderance,  or 
cutting  accuracy, a,ct&g~!~-* 
waterjet  depends  on  the  sam s as 
does  the  kerf.  Generally,  the  toleranc 
achieved  corresponds to the  diameter UI 

the  nozzle orifice Tolerances to 0.015 in. 
can  often  be  obtained  without  further 
machining. 

Abnrlves-Abrasives are  usually 
needed  to  cut  metals  and  hard  or  dense 
composites.  A  grit,  often  garnet,  silica, 
or zirconium,  is  pulled  into  the  wateriet 

and lasers cause  too  great a kerf or 
HAZ. comp~~&~, titanium,  @.food 
products  are most dten cut w h  
because other methods are ipff 3E@ 
on  these materials. W e  1 lists  some of 
the  materials  and  their thicknesses com- 

cut  at speeds up to 3600 inches per 
minute  (iprn). M i e  cutting speeds 
depend  on  the  complexity of the  cutting 
pattern,  the  nature and thickness of the 
material, and the  capabilities of the 

These  parameters  are set to  optimum 
levels for  each  material,  thickness,  and 
desired  cutting speed. The  equipment 
supplier  will  help you determine  the 
proper  parameters  for  your  application. 

systems operate  on 25 to  100 
horsepower  intensifiers,  but  some as 

paw# ---Most waterjet 

Wve nozzles  or  cutting  stations  can  be 
run  from  each  intensifier pum 
requirements  range  from 
depending  on  the size of 
required. 

8rktY"Althouah there  are  inherent 
dangers-when wokng with high- 
pressure euuimnt, safety concerns 
i re   m in ima id  waterjet cutting 
systems. Multiaxis systems are  totally 
enclosed to  reduce  the  pressure  hazard 
and noise  Fire  hazards assmiated with 

carrier  device flame processes  are  eliminated.  Dust, 
Kerf-The amount of M depends pollution  associated with rudchanical 
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I Material  thickness,  in. 
EauiDrnent  costs, $ 

Any  rnarerc MOSI rnelals  an(  Mews  onl) 
many  nonmetal! I 

up to 12 
65,000-100,OOC 

Under 0.5 Up  to 6 
1OO,OOO-5OO,OOO 1,200-40,OOO I 

m&hodff and danw nozzles  and  the  abrasive flow system 

increase  the  complexity of shapes  and and sometimes up to 300 hours, 
configurations  that  can be cut.  Special depending on Hlrrter purity. For abrasive 

." 

Future da&qmmb in water@ 
cutting systems focus on  increasing 
attainable  pressures  and  creating  more 
accurate des. These  developments 
are  expected  to  result in more  efficient 
use of abrasives,  further  imp 
automated  systems,  and  thc 
portable  waterjet  systems fc 
construction  industry. 

The  use of 'engineering pl 
composites demands  the  accurate 
cutting  obtainable with automated 
water@  cutting systems. As the use of 
these types of materials  increases  and 
as more  manufacturers  discover  the 
many ways waterjet can benefit their 
cutting qwabons, the popularity of 
water@  cutting  continues  to  graw. 

The  information in this  issue of 
7kchCom-r~ gives an overview of 
the  capabilities of water@  cutting 
systems. If you think  your company 
could use  such a system, talk with your 
electric u t i l i  marketing  representative 
and  equipment  vendors. 
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